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SPENDING TRACKER 

Most people can’t tell you how they spend their money during a month.  Before 
deciding on changes to your spending, it is a good idea to understand how you use 
your money now.  This takes three steps: 

1. Keep track of everything you spend money on for a week, two weeks, or 
one month.  A month is best because all of your income and your bills will be 
included.  But, keeping up with the tracking for a month may be a challenge. 

2. Analyze your spending.  See how much you spend in each category.  Notice 
any trends and look for expenses you can eliminate or cut back on. 

3. Use this as information to make changes in your spending. 

Tracking your spending is a lot of work and it takes commitment.  But it’s important 
work.  Many people are actually able to find money to save for emergencies, 
unexpected expenses, and goals by tracking their spending.  Others are able to 
make their budgets balance. 

Get a small plastic case or envelope.  Every time you spend money or pay a bill, get 
a receipt and put it into the case or envelope.  If the receipt doesn’t include what 
you purchased, take a few seconds and write it on the receipt.  If you don’t get a 
receipt, write down the amount and what you purchased. 

Analyze your spending.  Use this tool, for each week of the month.  Go through 
your receipts.  Enter the total you spent and the date in the column that makes 
most sense to you.  See how much you spend in each category and add the weekly 
amounts.  Once you have these totals, add them together to get your total spending 
for the week. 

Notice trends.  Circle those items that are the same every month (for example, rent, 
car payment, cell phone payment).  These are often your needs and obligations.  
This will make creating your budget easier.  Identify any areas you can eliminate or 
cut back on – these will generally be wants. 
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Review your spending tracker.  Which items cannot be cut or reduced?  List these 
in the chart below.  When you make your cash flow budget, you will just fill these 
in. 

Spending that cannot be cut Reason 

  

 

Are there items that can be completely eliminated?  If yes, the money you spend 
on these items can be used on other things like saving for emergencies or goals or 
paying down debt. 

Spending that can be eliminated Steps to eliminate 

  

 

Are there items that can be realistically reduced?  If yes, list them below.  Set new 
spending targets for these items and include them in your cash flow. 

Spending that can be reduced New spending target 

  

 


